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Abstract

This paper is concerned with the development of intelligent decision support methodologies for nurse rostering prob-
lems in large modern hospital environments. We present an approach which hybridises heuristic ordering with variable
neighbourhood search. We show that the search can be extended and the solution quality can be significantly improved
by the careful combination and repeated use of heuristic ordering, variable neighbourhood search and back-tracking.
The amount of computational time that is allowed plays a significant role and we analyse and discuss this. The algorithms
are evaluated against a commercial Genetic Algorithm on commercial data. We demonstrate that this methodology can
significantly outperform the commercial algorithm. This paper is one of the few in the scientific nurse rostering literature
which deal with commercial data and which compare against a commercially implemented algorithm.
� 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

It is clear that the efficient rostering of healthcare
personnel can lead to the more effective utilisation
of valuable resources. Healthcare institutions
around the world are becoming increasingly inter-
ested in the deployment of decision support technol-
ogy to aid the personnel scheduling process. A very
general form of the nurse rostering problem could
be described as follows: Given a set of shifts and a

set of nurses over a certain time period, assign each
shift to a nurse subject to a set of constraints. The
constraints are usually defined by regulations, work-
ing practices and the preferences of the nurses.

The problem of nurse rostering is relatively easily
described but like most real world search problems it
is far from easy to automatically generate very high
quality solutions. Indeed, there have been many
papers over the years from across operational
research and artificial intelligence that have tackled
the problem in one form or another. A wide range
of approaches and techniques have been investigated
and used. Ernst et al. [19,20] identified 28 different
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categories of methods that have been used on per-
sonnel scheduling problems. These include con-
straint logic programming, constructive heuristics,
expert systems, genetic algorithms, integer program-
ming, set partitioning, simple local search and simu-
lated annealing. A recent review of automated nurse
rostering approaches found that, although there has
been a lot of research in the area, surprisingly few of
the methods were tested on real world data [17]. The
paper went on to conclude that even fewer have actu-
ally been implemented in real hospital wards.

Of those techniques that have been applied on
real-world problems metaheuristic methods seem
to dominate. One approach which has been applied
in multiple real world hospitals is a hybrid tabu
search [15]. The tabu search is integrated with tech-
niques which are usually observed in manual sched-
uling approaches. The algorithm has been
incorporated into software that has been used to cre-
ate nurse rosters in over 40 Belgian hospitals and
copes with many shift types, work regulations and
skill categories. This work was hybridised with an
evolutionary approach [12] to produce a methodol-
ogy which could generate higher quality solutions
but at the cost of increased computational time. Var-
iable Neighbourhood Search [21,28] has also been
applied and tested on highly constrained real world
nurse rostering data [14]. The authors found that
VNS could be effectively used to escape from the
local optima found using single neighbourhood heu-
ristics. They also commented ‘‘After reaching a local
optimum, we recommend the exploration of wider
environments’’. Evaluation methods for challenging
real world problems are presented and discussed in
[13]. A methodology which can handle a more flexi-
ble approach to real world nurse rostering than the
traditional fixed period based approach is presented
in [11]. An overview of the work carried out by these
authors in Belgian hospitals is presented in [16].

Another investigation on real data explored a
genetic algorithm approach [1], which successfully
exploits problem specific knowledge in tackling the
problem. Although the method is tailored for that
particular problem instance, the underlying con-
cepts could be applied to other nurse rostering prob-
lems. In 1998, Dowsland was also able to match the
quality of schedules produced by an expert human
scheduler using a highly developed tabu search
[18]. The algorithm ‘oscillates’ between trying to
improve the cover and improving the preference
costs. As well as using tabu lists, candidate lists
and diversification strategies, the search also uses

a large neighbourhood created by looking for chains
of overall improving swaps. Aickelin and Li [2,3]
have since experimented with the application of
bayesian optimisation and classifier systems to sim-
ilar nurse rostering problems. The results are close
to those produced by an optimal integer program-
ming method and the authors concluded that with
further effort and experimentation the algorithms
could well improve even more. Bellanti et al. [9]
tackled a problem with hard constraints and objec-
tives (or soft constraints) using various local search
techniques. The authors presented good results for a
tabu search and iterated local search which use
neighbourhoods defined by changing the assign-
ment of night shifts.

Another methodology that has been tested on
complex real-world data from a UK hospital is
case-based reasoning [30]. This approach avoids
the use of evaluation functions but instead aims to
imitate how an expert human scheduler would pro-
duce a good schedule. This is done by storing
observed methods for repairing violations in sched-
ules and retrieving, adapting and performing these
repairs or moves whenever a similar violation is
encountered again. As an extension to their work,
the authors also suggest methods in which it could
be combined with a meta-heuristic approach [7,8].
Another relatively recent methodology is a combi-
nation of constraint networks and knowledge-based
rules [24]. The approach was implemented in a com-
mercial software package and has been successfully
used in a number of hospitals.

Berrada et al. [10] developed a multi-objective
mathematical programming model to represent a
real world problem containing both hard and soft
constraints in a Canadian hospital. The schedules
produced met the standards required by the head
nurses. The authors also experimented with a tabu
search and found that although it required greater
computational time it was useful in some circum-
stances. Valouxis and Housos [32] approach a nurse
rostering problem using an approximate integer lin-
ear programming model to produce initial solutions.
The initial solutions are then further optimised
using a local search with a ‘2-opt’ neighbourhood
and a tabu search. Their method compared very
favourably with a constrained programming
approach. In 2004, Bard and Purnomo [5] employed
a combination of heuristic and integer program-
ming methods to solve nurse preference scheduling
problems with up to one hundred nurses and
approximately 13 hard and soft constraints. Individ-
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